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ABSTRACT: We present an experimental study of double-stranded DNA diffusion in slitlike channels. The
channel heights span the regime from moderate confinement (height ∼ bulk radius of gyration of the DNA) to
strong confinement (height ∼ persistence length). Scalings of diffusivity with channel height differ from blob
model predictions. The diffusivity scales inversely with molecular weight when the channel height is smaller
than the bulk radius of gyration. This scaling is indicative of hydrodynamic screening. A scaling analysis shows
that the screening of hydrodynamic interactions arises from a combination of two mechanisms. After using a
Zimm preaverage approximation, the unique symmetry of the thin-slit disturbance velocity and the isotropic
nature of the polymer conformation together cause a cancellation of hydrodynamic interactions due to symmetry.
We also find that the algebraic decay of the far-field velocity magnitude is sufficient to eliminate large-length
scale hydrodynamic cooperativity in diffusion of quasi-two-dimensional polymers in good solvents.

1. Introduction
Advances in microfabrication technologies have allowed the
fabrication of fluidic channels with a characteristic dimension
on the order of tens of nanometers.1,2 The potential for the use
of small-channel devices in DNA mapping3-7 and separation,8-13
single biomolecule manipulation,12 and even ion separation14,15
has inspired interest in the static and dynamic response of
individual molecules to confinement.16-18 The proximity of the
bounding walls offers a very powerful method to change the
polymer equilibrium conformation through steric interactions
as well as the polymer dynamics through modulation of
hydrodynamic interactions (HI). These effects manifest themselves by changing molecular transport properties such as the
diffusivity, relaxation times, and mobility.
Theoretical and experimental studies of polymeric behavior
in confinement extend well into the past.19-24 Studies performed
in track-etched membranes examined the diffusion of polymers
into and through well-defined cylindrical pores (see ref 22 for
a review). These studies attempted to deconvolute the partitioning into the pore and the diffusion inside it, but the range of
pore-sizes studied was ultimately restricted by the use of
diffusion to force the polymer into the pore. Today, microfabrication allows the application of electric and hydrodynamic
forces to transport molecules and greater control over the size
and shape of the confining environment. This advantage, coupled
with the use of large molecules, dramatically increases the
confinement parameter space available for study. Furthermore,
the use of biological macromolecules makes possible the study
of monodisperse samples, and epiflouresence microscopy allows
one to directly observe single DNA molecules. Austin and coworkers3,4 have studied double-stranded (ds)-DNA behavior in
small (35 to ∼400 nm) square channels. They find expected
scalings of extension with molecular weight, but scalings with
channel height are slightly different from proposed theory. Also,
they attribute a drastic change of relaxation behavior in channels
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approximately 140 nm square to a conformational change from
a “blob-like” state19,21 to the conceptual “reflecting chain” of
Odijk23 (Figure 1). The dynamics differ greatly when the
geometry is a slit, especially under strong confinement conditions. In the limiting case, a square channel or tube constricts
polymer motion to a reptation mechanism, however, in a slit
there is a finite lateral mobility (x-y plane in Figure 1). Bakajin
et al.18 studied the extension of DNA around posts in slitlike
channels. They were able to prove electrohydrodynamic equivalence and showed that intramolecular HI was negligible in the
smallest channel used (90 nm). However, the study only
qualitatively reported changes to transport properties (longest
relaxation time). Maier et al.25,26 studied DNA confined to a
cationic lipid bilayer and found that 2-dimensional scaling laws
held for both static and dynamic quantities. They also found
that intramolecular HI does not affect DNA behavior due to
the strong coupling between the DNA and the bilayer. Simulations have recently investigated polymer behavior in confinement. Jenderjack et al.27 used a Brownian dynamics simulation
of the polymer dynamics coupled with a numerical solver for
the solvent motion. In square channels, the scalings obtained
did not match theoretical predictions. The authors attributed this
to the importance of a length scale associated with polymerwall interactions which was unaccounted for in blob theory.
The same simulations performed in slits17 have shown closer
agreement with blob theory, but there still exist slight deviations.
Usta et al.28 used Lattice Boltzmann simulations to study
confined polymer diffusion and obtained good (visual) agreement with blob theory. However, their experiments did not
consider gap height scalings in detail, as evidenced by the
limited data for a given molecular weight in Figure 11 of ref
28. In simulations, as well as experiments, theoretical scalings
of polymer properties with gap height have been difficult to
confirm.
Recently, we studied DNA diffusion in slitlike channels made
of PDMS and glass,17 but the mechanical integrity of the PDMS
did not allow for study of chains confined much beyond the
bulk radius of gyration. In this paper, we systematically examine
the effects of channel height and molecular weight on the
diffusion of ds-DNA molecules in slitlike nanochannels. It will
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Figure 1. (a) SEM image of a glass channel cross section with a slit
height of 100 nm. Also shown are schematics of polymer conformations
in a slitlike channel for (b) Rg,bulk . h . Lp (blob regime) and (c) h ,
Lp (Odijk regime). A top view (d) shows the polymer attains a 2-D
random walk and is free to diffuse laterally. This motion is readily
observed with fluorescence microscopy.

be shown that independent investigation of these two variables
yields separate information about the conformation of the
polymer and the hydrodynamics of the system, information that
is lost when viewed on a single, normalized plot. While present
theory relies on using the channel height as an intuitive scale
for hydrodynamic screening19,23 and nearly complete hydrodynamic screening has been shown to occur when the gap height
is on the order of a Kuhn length of the polymer,18 the effects
of hydrodynamic interactions on diffusion in channels with gap
heights near the radius of gyration of the polymer has yet to be
experimentally studied. Indeed, the algebraic decay of the inplane component of point-force disturbances in quasi-twodimensions29 calls into question the use of a particular “screening” length scale, which is normally used to describe an
exponential decay.
The study of polymer physics at these length scales is very
important from an engineering perspective. The channel heights
used here (75-550 nm), while easily fabricated with standard
techniques, are small enough to alter the behavior of biological
macromolecules substantially and in potentially very useful
ways.1,2 The sizes of the DNA used in this study are comparable
to those of interest in genome mapping, especially mapping
based on single-molecule techniques.5 The purpose of this paper
is to test applicable scaling theories for this important region
of parameter space. The results of these extensive experiments
also serve as a basis of comparison for current and future
mesoscale computer simulations. We also present a scalinglevel analysis for the mechanisms of hydrodynamic screening
in quasi-two-dimensional (Q2D) environments. The physics at
these length scales is crucial to understand and these results
will be important in the design of future devices to map,
separate, and generally control single biomolecules for analysis.
2. Overview
First, we briefly review the scaling predictions for polymers
in confinement. We consider a linear polymer of N monomers
with a persistence length Lp, diameter d, and molecular weight
Mw ∼ N in a slit of height h. In bulk, the polymer attains a
coiled configuration with a radius of gyration Rg,bulk ∼ LpNν,
where ν is the Flory-Edwards exponent (≈3/5 for a good
solvent).30 In confinement, the polymer can be described as a
chain of shorter “segments” with a characteristic length scale
near h. The nature of these segments is defined by the static
conformation the polymer can attain between the two planes.
In effect, the polymer is coarse-grained near the length scale of
the channel height. De Gennes and co-workers19,21 developed
a theory for moderate confinement where Lp , h , Rg,bulk and
the “segments” of the polymer contain enough persistence
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lengths themselves to follow the high molecular weight conformational scalings developed by Flory (Figure 1b). These
segments are termed “blobs” and contain g ∼ (h/Lp)(1/ν)
monomers (there are Nblobs ) N/g blobs per chain). For stronger
confinement (h , Lp), the chain cannot double back on itself
and attains a “reflecting” conformation (Figure 1c) as described
by Odijk.23 In this case, we take the polymer segment to be a
rod with length equal to the Odijk length scale (λOdijk ∼
Lp1/3h2/3)23,31,32 and diameter d (there are Nrods ∼ N/λOdijk rods
per chain). In the development of these theories, it is assumed
that cooperative motion of the segments due to HI is negligible
because HI is screened over distances larger than the channel
height. The drag on the chain is then solely dependent on the
drag on a polymer segment and the number of those segments
in the chain (ξchain ∼ xsegmentNsegment). The drag on an individual
segment is taken to be ξblob ∼ h19,21 and ξrod ∼ λOdijk/log(h/
d)3,33 for the blobs and rods, respectively. Taking into account
both the conformation and the hydrodynamics, scaling expressions for the in-plane diffusivity (D ∼ 1/ξchain) in good solvent
are the following

1
1
h5/3
∼
ξblobNblobs
h M L 5/3
w p

[ ]( )

(1)

ln(h/d ) λOdijk
1
∼
ξrodNrods
λOdijk
Mw

(2)

Dblob ∼
DOdijk ∼

[

]( )

The equations are left expanded to emphasize the contribution
of the drag on an individual segment (square brackets), the
number of segments defined by the conformation between the
planes (parentheses), and the screened HI (unity exponent on
the term in parentheses). Note that scaling of D with Mw isolates
the effect of hydrodynamic interactions. The scaling of D with
h is a combined effect of hydrodynamics, the conformation of
a segment, and the drag on that segment. Also, since hydrodynamics are assumed to be screened regardless of the shape of
the polymer, we can expect D ∼ Mw-1 even for channel heights
between the ranges of applicability of the two equations above.
While making the assumption of screened hydrodynamic
interaction simplifies the analysis, a closer examination calls
the assumption into question. Hydrodynamic interaction occurs
through disturbances of the solvent, the velocity of which must
satisfy Stokes’ equations at low Reynolds numbers. For the case
of the far-field velocity of a point force between two parallel
planes, the expression obtained by Liron and Mochon29 can be
reduced to

W(r) ∼

1
1
r̂ r̂ - I ‚f
2
2
|r|

(

)

(3)

where I is the unit tensor and W is the in-plane velocity at a
point defined by the vector r (r̂ ) r/|r|) due to a point force f
at the origin. This expression is valid for |r| > h and decays
only slightly faster than in bulk (1/|r|). The rate of this algebraic
decay alone has never been tested (to our knowledge) to be
able to dampen the disturbance enough to eliminate cooperative
motion between polymer segments, although its orientational
effects have been studied in the HI between colloids.34-37
3. Experimental Section
3.1. Channel Fabrication. We experimentally observe doublestranded DNA using single molecule epifluorescence microscopy
in slitlike nanochannels with gap heights between 75 and 545 nm
and a width of 150 µm. The glass nanochannels used in this study
were fabricated as described in Mao and Han.2 A schematic of the
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Table 1. Molecular Weight Dependent Properties of Stained DNAa
DNA

basepairs × 10-3

Dbulk (µm/s2)

Rg,bulk (µm)

M13mp18
1/2λ
λ
2λ
T4

7.2
24.4 ( 0.2
48.5
97.0
165.6

1.32 ( 0.1
0.65 ( 0.06
0.46 ( 0.03
0.28 ( 0.07
0.22 ( 0.03

0.24 ( 0.02
0.45 ( 0.04
0.69 ( 0.05
1.15 ( 0.03
1.46 ( 0.2

a Bulk diffusivity and radius of gyration data for T4 DNA was obtained
through interpolation of data in Smith et al.39 since we could not obtain
significantly long enough traces where the entire molecule was in focus
for the bulk measurement. Radii of gyration are obtained from the bulk
diffusivity via Rg,bulk ) 0.203kbT/(x6ηDbulk).

geometry and an SEM image of a channel is given in Figure 1.
The channels are found to have low surface roughness without
appreciable sagging.2 We observe the DNA at least 15 µm away
from the side of the channel to minimize any hydrodynamic effects
related to the sides of the channel. Diffusivities calculated in
channels as narrow as 50 µm wide do not vary appreciably from
the data reported here.
3.2. DNA Preparation. λ-DNA (48.5 kbp) and M13mp18 (7.2
kbp) DNA were purchased from New England Biolabs (NEB) and
T4GT7 (165.6 kbp) DNA from Nippon Gene. An XbaI (NEB)
digestion was used to linearize the M13mp18 DNA and cleave the
λ-DNA at the 24 508th basepair, resulting in two λ-DNA halfmers
(1/2 λ) (( 250 bp). λ-DNA dimers (2λ) were made using an oligoprotected ligation38 (DNA oligomers from Sigma Genosys). The
results of the biomolecular techniques were tested by staining and
then combing the DNA onto a polystyrene-coated coverslip and
measuring their contour length relative to a λ-DNA control. This
collection of DNA gave Rg,bulk values, smallest to largest, of 0.23,
0.49, 0.69, 1.15, and 1.48 µm as calculated from bulk diffusion
measurements via Rg,bulk ) 0.203kbT/(x6ηDbulk).17,39 The DNA
properties are summarized in Table 1.
Experimental runs were carried out in 0.5 × TBE (0.045 M TrisBorate, 1 mM EDTA, OmniPur) and 4 vol % β-mercaptoethanol
(BME) (CabioChem). The viscosity of this buffer was 1.1 cP,
measured through a diffusion analysis of 0.518 µm (diameter)
spherical beads. The Debye length in this system is ≈2.5 nm, much
less than the smallest channel height used. Repulsive electrostatic
interactions with the channel surfaces are not expected to play a
large role in processes other than to confine the DNA to the channel.
Since the ligation and digestion reactions were carried out in
different buffers (NEB), exchange to the TBE buffer took place in
Centricon (Millipore) filters. We found we could not use TBE buffer
directly in the Centricons, presumably due to an interaction between
the borate ion, the cellulose filter, and the DNA,40 so the exchange
was first to TE buffer [0.09 M Tris (Promega), 2 mM EDTA
(OmniPur)] and then diluted with equal parts in 0.09 M boric acid
(J. T. Baker). DNA was stained with YOYO-1 dye (Molecular
Probes) at a 4:1 base pair to dye molecule ratio (saturation) and
allowed to sit overnight. Directly before use, the channel was loaded
with the TBE/BME buffer (without DNA) and an electric field was
applied to induce electroosmotic flow and equilibrate the channel.
DNA-containing buffer was then placed at the cathodic reservoir
and loaded (typical field ∼ 100 V/cm) into the channel for
observation. Bulk measurements were obtained in a custom
diffusion cell consisting of two glass slides separated by a ∼100
µm Parafilm spacer and sealed with epoxy.
3.3. Observation and Analysis. Epifluorescence microscopy
was used to observe the DNA using a set up described previously.17
Images of the stained DNA were collected with a Hamatsu EBCCD camera (model: 7190-21) at 30 frames per second. Image
analysis was performed using custom-written code and IDL
software. In each frame, the background noise level was subtracted
from the image and then the DNA center of mass (in the x-y plane)
was calculated as the first moment of the intensity distribution17,41
(see Figure 2). The centers of mass of more than 20 DNA were
tracked for an average of 10 s each for every channel height and
molecular weight condition. We calculated the center of mass

displacement as a function of the time elapsed between the frames
in which the displacement was measured (lagtime, τ). The gapaveraged, in-plane diffusion coefficient (D) was obtained from the
slope of the mean-square displacement (MSD) of the ensemble vs
lagtime.17 To obtain an estimate for the error in our study, we divide our experiments into smaller ensembles each consisting of a
single DNA molecule. The diffusivity calculated for each individual molecule is an averaged property of the many displacements
and lagtimes in each trajectory. The problem, then, is finding the
standard deviation of all of our measurements from the means of
a number of samples. The standard deviation in the average
diffusivity over many DNA molecules can be calculated as σD/
xNDNA where σD is the standard deviation of the diffusivities of
individual DNA molecules and NDNA is the number of DNA
molecules (tracked for a constant amount of time).42 This result
is found to be consistent with the difference between diffusivities calculated in the independent x and y dimensions and is on
the same order as the value found through error propagation of
the uncertainty in the variance of the displacements. We calculated
the probability density functions of the displacement at all lagtimes
(van Hove correlation functions) to ensure the absence of appreciable flow effects (see Figure 2). Also, the probability density
functions were normally distributed and the mean-square displacement plots were linear, implying a lack of adsorption to the
channel walls and/or obstruction in the channels over observable
time scales.43 In addition, the conformation of the DNA during
loading and unloading into the visualization area did not show
evidence of stretching or deformation due to interactions with the
surface.

4. Results and Discussion
4.1. Nanoslit Experimental Results. Experimental results
of confined behavior are plotted on a master curve to test the
applicability of blob theory. If blob theory holds, a plot of the
in-plane diffusivity in the confined slit (D) normalized by the
diffusivity in bulk (Dbulk) vs Rg,bulk/h yields a universal curve
with a slope of -2/3.17,21 Figure 3 shows this plot for all of the
data collected in this study compared with results from Chen
et al.17 Comparison with simulation and prior experiment is very
favorable. Most of the information we can extract from this
plot comes in the form of the data collapse. Here, the collapse
is good, although the spread of the band is outside of the error
bars (1 standard deviation). Without separately analyzing the
trends with channel height and molecular weight, it is impossible
to know if the spread is due to experimental scatter or systematic
deviation. By independently examining scalings of diffusivity
with molecular weight and gap height, we are able to determine
which assumptions used in scaling theories hold for this system
and the regions where they break down.
Figure 4 shows diffusivity as a function of channel height
for different DNA molecular weights. For complete curve
collapse in Figure 3, the slopes in Figure 4 must be constant.
In Figure 4 we see that the slopes systematically increase with
increasing molecular weight. For the two largest DNA (λ and
2λ), the slopes are 0.55 ( 0.05 and 0.55 ( 0.06, respectively.
These slopes should be compared to the blob theory scaling of
0.67. This difference is shown more clearly in Figure 5. Here,
we compare the diffusivity divided by the gap height raised to
powers predicted by blob theory (Figure 5a) and found through
the fit in Figure 4 (Figure 5b), both normalized by the value
found in the 545 nm channel. We see small but systematic
deviation from unity when comparing to blob theory, and that
this deviation decreases with increasing molecular weight.
Indeed, for the 2λ DNA, the deviations are of the same order
in the two plots, but the residuals in Figure 5a are systematically
positive. To better understand this we must consider the
limitations of blob theory. The bounds of the applicability of
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Figure 2. Summary of image analysis for 2λ-DNA in a 545 nm tall channel. (a) Time-series images from camera over four seconds (∆t ) 1 s)
of a DNA movie (scale bar ) 5.0 µm). (b) Center of mass trajectories for 28 2λ-DNA molecules. (c) Probability density functions (not normalized)
for the trajectories at a lagtime of 0.33 (+), 0.66 (]), and 1.23 (/) s with accompanying fits to a Gaussian curve (solid lines). (d) Mean-squared
displacement (MSD) (]) and the variance of the probability density function (/) as a function of lagtime. The two are identical in the limit of no
net flow in the system. The MSD is fit to a line between lagtimes of 0.5 and 1.5 s (with a data point every 1/30 s), where short-time error associated
with small displacements and the long time error associated with poor statistical information are minimized. The nonzero y-intercept of the fit to
the MSD (solid line) is related to the image signal-to-noise.62

Figure 3. Curve collapse for all data plotted on normalized axes.
Diffusivity is normalized by the bulk diffusivity, and the channel height
by the bulk radius of gyration of the DNA. Also included is the
simulation (×) and experimental (O) data from Chen et al.17

blob theory are set by the ability of the polymer to form blobs
on the length scale set by h (which sets a lower limit on h) and
having sufficient confinement of the polymer (which sets a lower
limit on Mw and an upper limit on h). Experimentally, Reisner

Figure 4. Diffusivity vs channel height for different molecular weights.
Solid lines are fits to the data, the dotted line is the slope expected for
blob theory, and the error is less than the size of the symbols. The
symbols correspond as follows: solid triangle pointing left, M13mp18
DNA; 1, 1/2 λ-DNA; b, DNA; 2, 2λ-DNA. The respective slopes are
0.45 ( 0.03, 0.45 ( 0.04, 0.55 ( 0.05, and 0.55 ( 0.06.

et al.3 found that there was a drastic change in scalings of
extension and relaxation times in channels approximately 140
nm square. They attribute the change in scalings to the onset
of the Odijk regime, effectively setting the lowest conceivable
bound on the channel heights to which blob theory can be
applied for ds-DNA. Strikingly, this distance is only about twice
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Figure 6. Diffusivity vs molecular weight (Mw) relative to that of
λ-DNA (Mw,λ-DNA). Solid lines are fits to the data, the dotted line is
the scaling expected for Zimm hydrodynamics, the dash-dot line is
the scaling expected for Rouse hydrodynamics. The symbols correspond
as follows: b, bulk; 9, 545 nm; 2, 280 nm; 1, 190 nm; solid triangle
pointing left, 100 nm; solid triangle pointing right, 75 nm. The
respective slopes are the following: -0.57 ( 0.01, -0.85 ( 0.04, -0.93
( 0.05, -0.93 ( 0.06, -0.95 ( 0.07, and -0.94 ( 0.07.

Figure 5. Tests of power law fits. (a) Diffusivity divided by the gap
height to the 2/3, normalized by the value obtained in the 545 nm
channel (C1). If blob theory holds, these values should be constant
at unity. However, we see small but systematic deviations. (b)
Diffusivity divided by the gap height raised to the power found in the
fits in Figure 4 (κ), normalized by the value obtained in the 545 nm
channel (C2).

the persistence length, which, when combined with the observed
scalings for larger channels in ref 3, brings into question whether
the polymer is in a true blob-like conformation. In channels
slightly larger than this bound, the blobs may be too small to
contain enough chain to follow the long-chain scalings of blob
size with the number of monomers due to excluded volume (EV)
effects.44,45 In this regime, the number density of monomers
within each blob is small enough that the free energy increase
due to internal repulsions of the chain is less than the thermal
energy. Hence, the g dependence (N dependence in a coil) of
the second-virial term accounting for these interactions in Flory
scaling theory is overestimated and scalings of the blob size
with g appear to be closer to Θ-solvent scalings.45 The concept
of the “thermal blob”45 is used to define the polymer size where
the effects of EV can be considered to be in the long chain
limit. For ds-DNA in our buffer conditions, this length scale
(in terms of the radius of gyration of the thermal blob) is
approximately ζT ) 4Lp2/x6d ≈ 0.8 µm where we use Lp ≈ 50
nm and d ≈ 5 nm (twice the Debye length for our buffer
conditions).44,45 This distance is larger than the channel heights
investigated here, and may lead to different experimental
scalings due to the fact that the internal structure of a blob is
not correctly described in the theory (i.e., 1/2 < ν(g) < 3/5 and
not ≈3/5 as assumed) especially in the smaller channels.

Incorporation of these short chain effects on EV causes an
increase in the theoretical slope of log(D) against log(h), which
does not agree with our data. Setting ν ) 0.5 in the scaling of
relaxation times and extensions with channel height, however,
brings the theoretical scalings closer to the experimental results
of Reisner et al.3 We propose that there is a rather large
parameter space between the blob and Odijk regimes. This
transition regime is practically important because channels in
this region are both easily fabricated and can confine DNA
molecules with sizes of interest for genomic mapping technologies.
The other bound on the applicability of blob theory ensures
that the polymer is moderately confined by setting the ratio of
maximum channel height to minimum molecular weight. Hsu
et al.46 showed using Monte Carlo simulations that the “blob”
conformation scalings cannot be expected to hold until Rg,bulk/h
J 2. We find, then, that the data collected in this study only
brushes blob theory parameter space. The remaining assumption
that the walls do not increase the drag on individual blobs should
be examined if future experimental results cannot be brought
into line with the theory.27,47 Also important to note, in both
Figures 3 and 4, there is no dramatic change in trend at smaller
channel heights even though our channels are in the range
predicted for the onset of the Odijk regime.3 This implies the
transition to the Odijk regime is smooth for diffusion in slitlike
channels (unlike relaxation in square channels).3
Shown in Figure 6 is diffusivity vs molecular weight for
varying channel heights and bulk measurements. The bulk data
and trend agree well with previous measurements.17,39 The
molecular weight is normalized with that of λ-DNA as a
convenient scaling factor and since λ-DNA has become a
standard in single-molecule DNA studies. The scaling of
diffusivity with molecular weight approaches Rouse scaling
(-1.0) as the channel height is decreased, indicating hydrodynamic screening over the coil length of the polymer, in
agreement with scaling theory (i.e., the exponents on Mw in eq
1 and eq 2 are indeed unity). This is the first experimental
evidence showing that the effects of HI are negligible in
describing coil behavior at channel heights only slightly smaller
than the bulk radius of gyration of the polymer.
To investigate the crossover to Rouse-like behavior further,
we chose a channel with a gap height (h ) 545 nm) intermediate
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to the radii of gyration of available DNA and extended the
molecular weight range with T4 DNA (see Figure 7). We
compare the diffusion of DNA to an expression for the gapaveraged, in-plane diffusivity of a sphere between two plane
walls.48

D
)
Dbulk

(

( ) ( )
( )
( )
( )

( )
( )

2Rh
2Rh
9 2Rh
ln
- 1.19358
+
16 h
h
h
2Rh 3
2Rh 4
2Rh
- 0.3192
+ 0.08428
0.4285
h
h
h
2Rh
1h
1+

)

5

(4)

where Rh is the hydrodynamic radius of the DNA defined by
setting the Stokes-Einstein diffusivity equal to the Zimm
diffusivity: Dbulk ) (kbT)/(6πηRh) ) (0.203kbT)/(x6ηRg,bulk).
This expression has been shown to be in excellent agreement
with experimental results of spherical colloids in slit confinement, even in highly confining environments (i.e., 2Rh/h J
0.8).48 We compare to the diffusivity of a sphere because, in
the large-channel limit, the hydrodynamic disturbance caused
by the moving DNA molecule can be assumed to be in the farfield limit at the channel walls. In this case, information about
the local structure of the DNA is lost and the disturbance is
that of a sphere of radius Rh. Here, we can view the DNA as an
effective sphere (i.e., coarse-grained to a single bead), and
examine the increased drag on that sphere due to the presence
of the walls. However, we see in Figure 7 that the expression
falls well below the observed diffusivity of DNA. This
underestimation could be due to the fact that the steric length
scale of the polymer is greater than its hydrodynamic length
scale (Rg > Rh). This would tend to locate the DNA closer to
the center of the channel than accounted for in eq 4. To check
this, we compare the diffusion of the DNA to the diffusivity of
a sphere midway between the two planes with the Faxén
centerline approximation. This expression yields an upper bound
for the diffusivity of a sphere in a slit channel.49

( )
( )

2Rh
2Rh 3
D
+ 0.418
) 1 - 1.004
+
Dbulk
h
h
2Rh 4
2Rh
- 0.169
0.210
h
h

( )

5

(5)

Since the derivation of this equation assumes far-field hydrodynamics, its applicability at high confinement is limited. For
the smallest DNA in our study, Rh/h ≈ 0.5 is still in the range
where the centerline approximation is expected to hold, but the
diffusivity is still slightly greater than predicted by eq 5.
However, at low molecular weight, the overall trend tends
toward spherelike behavior.
As the molecular weight is increased and the DNA becomes
more confined, diffusion follows Rouse scalings for polymers
larger than λ-DNA. Using scaling arguments (i.e., Rg,bulk ∼
Mw0.6), the relative molecular weight where the channel height
is equal to the bulk radius of gyration is Mw/Mw,λ-DNA ≈ 0.7.
To the precision afforded by the DNA used here, we find that
for all chains where Rg,bulk > h, diffusivity scales linearly with
molecular weight for a fixed value of h. This scaling directly
confirms that intramolecular hydrodynamic interactions do not
give rise to cooperative behavior over length scales governing
molecular diffusion.

Figure 7. Diffusivity vs relative molecular weight in a 545 nm channel
(points). The relative molecular weight where Rg,bulk ) h is Mw/Mw,λ-DNA
≈ 0.7. Included are expressions for the gap-averaged, in-plane diffusion
of a sphere in a slit pore (eq 4, dotted line), the local, in-plane diffusion
of a sphere at the centerline of the channel (eq 5, dashed line), and
Rouse scalings (solid line). The diffusivity at the centerline is plotted
to the relative molecular weight where 2Rh/h ≈ 1, which already pushes
the applicability of the theory, but after which there is a nonphysical
upturn. DNA behavior smoothly transitions to free-draining behavior
when Rg,bulk ≈ h.

4.2. Hydrodynamic Screening Scaling Analysis. Recently,
colloidal experiments on the hydrodynamics in confined environments have yielded surprising results.35,37 The HI was found
to have an inverse (or anti-drag) coupling in the transverse
direction, originating from the far-field dipolar flow incurred
by a point force in slit confinement.29 Pair interactions were
also found to be measurable over distances as far as an order
of magnitude larger than the particle radius when the particle
size was a substantial fraction of the channel height.35,37 It has
also been shown in Q2D environments34 that the average
hydrodynamic force on a particle due to interparticle HI vanishes
if the suspension is isotropically distributed. The complex and
long-ranged interactions between colloids in slit confinement
seem paradoxical when compared with the evidence of hydrodynamic screening presented here, and it is worthwhile to bring
the two results into line.
We now present an argument for the scaling of the longrange hydrodynamic interactions with molecular weight. Our
goal in this derivation is a general expression that can be used
to determine whether hydrodynamic interaction is important at
the length scale of the coil of a given polymer. The parameters
in the expression are the rate of the algebraic velocity decay of
the solvent due to a point force disturbance as well as the density
of hydrodynamic interactions (i.e., the monomer distribution in
space). These parameters are governed by both the geometry
and the solvent quality. The final equation has been presented
before in relation to electrophoresis,50 but the details of the
derivation that provide its applicability to a variety of systems
of interest are given below. The analysis will compare the drag
on the chain induced by HI between chain segments and the
single body effect of the drag on each segment. We evaluate
the expression at the coil radius to determine whether HI effects
can be neglected at that length scale. If so, center of mass
diffusion is expected to follow Rouse scalings.51
In the derivation that follows we will first consider, for the
sake of an example, a bead-spring model of a Gaussian chain
at equilibrium in Q2D. We assume the confined dimension is
small enough that the conformation of the coarse-grained chain
is strictly two-dimensional, and we use the HI interaction tensor
for a Q2D geometry. This can be simulated, for instance, with
modified spring forces that take into account the restricted phase
space of the polymer and the pertinent length scales in
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confinement.52,53 We will use the convention where a tensor is
denoted by an upper case letter in bold face font and a vector
by a lower case letter in bold face font. For a coarse-grained
model, the motion of the chain is described by the Langevin
equation51

∂rn

N

)

∂t

∑ Hnm‚(fmB + fmT + fmE)
m)1

(6)

where rn is the position of bead n, t is time, N is the total number
of beads, Hnm is the hydrodynamic interaction tensor, and fmB,
fmT, and fmE are the Brownian, tension, and external forces,
respectively, on bead m. The tensor Hnm propagates those forces
through the solvent and into a velocity of bead n. As mentioned
above, since the interaction occurs through disturbances in the
solvent, at far enough distances from the disturbance the form
of the interaction must follow the far-field flow solutions for a
point force. Here, we consider a Q2D geometry, where the third
dimension is small compared to the radius of gyration of the
polymer and can be coarse-grained into the bead-spring model.
The form of the interaction tensor over distances greater than
the channel height is of the form

Hnm ∼

1
|rnm

(r̂
|
2

nm r̂nm

1
- I (1 - δnm) + Anδnm
2

)

(7)

where rnm is the vector from bead n to bead m, r̂nm is a unit
vector in the direction of rnm, δnm is the Kronecker delta function,
and I is the identity tensor. An is the self-mobility tensor of a
single bead and would presumably depend on the position of
the bead relative to the walls and the gap height.49 In eq 6, we
implicity use the linearity of the Stokes’ equations to add the
effects of the velocity disturbances from all of the other beads,
resulting in a set of nonlinear and coupled equations. We
therefore use a Zimm preaveraging approximation51 Hnm w
Hnm,eq, where

Hnm,eq )

∫0∞ ∫02π Hnm(|rnm|,θ)Ψ(|n - m|, |rnm|,θ) d|rnm| dθ

(8)

and Ψ is the two-dimensional Gaussian probability distribution
function for the distance between two beads separated by |n m| beads along the chain. We write the expression in polar
coordinates to emphasize the orientational dependence of the
tensor. After splitting the integral into the magnitude and
orientational parts, we obtain

Hnm,eq ∼

∫0

(

) (
∫ (
)

)

- |rnm|2
3
exp
|rnm| d|rnm| ×
|rnm|2 2π|n - m|Lp2
2|n - m|Lp2

∞

1

2π

0

We continue with this analysis, however, noting the fact that
the instantaneous conformation of the polymer is not isotropic.55,56 However, above we have ensemble averaged many
anisotropic configurations and used the isotropy of the resulting
distribution to cancel hydrodynamic interactions by symmetry.
In the low-Reynolds number limit, the solvent velocity field
forms instantaneously compared to the rearrangement (relaxation) time of the polymer. Therefore, this instantaneous
anisotropy may be important in the hydrodynamic interaction
of the system. The argument for hydrodynamic screening can
be made stronger if it can be shown that the decay of the velocity
magnitude is sufficient to screen hydrodynamic interactions. In
this way, we can relax the preaveraging assumptions somewhat
without losing analytical tractability. In the following, we will
assume that the interactions have no orientational dependence.
Now, the direction of the resultant velocity of bead n due to HI
with bead m is the same as the direction of the force on bead
m. We examine the scenario with the highest possible amount
of directional cooperativity between monomer units. The
preaveraged interaction tensor becomes

Hnm,eq(r) ∼

∫0∞r12

(

) (

where r ) |rnm|. Since we are concerned mainly with large
length scale behavior, the local behavior described in the detailed
form of An is not of importance. For simplicity, we take An to
be isotropic (i.e., An ) AnI). Equation 10 then simplifies to

Hnm,eq ) Hnm,eqI )

[∫

∞

0

]

H(r)Ψ(|n - m|, r) dr (1 - δnm) + Anδnm I (11)

where H(r) is the magnitude dependence of the interaction tensor
Hnm and Ψ(|n - m|, r) is still the same Gaussian bead
distribution function, but it is stressed that there is no angular
dependence. We now insert eq 11 into eq 6 in the place of the
nonpreaveraged interaction tensor, and average over all beads
n to obtain a center of mass velocity
N

1

∑

∂rn

N n)1 ∂t

) Wcm(t) ∼

1

N

N

∑ ∑ Hnm,eq(r)‚(fmB + fmT + fmE)

N n)1 m)1

(12)

Taking the equilibrium average of eq 12 causes the Brownian
and tension forces to vanish. Calling upon the isotropy of the
modified interaction tensor (eq 11), the dot product can be
canceled and the surviving terms are the following

1
r̂nm r̂nm - I dθ (1 - δnm) + Anδnm (9)
2

We note that the integral over θ vanishes due to the symmetry
of the interaction tensor and the isotropy of the Gaussian
distribution. Tlusty54 followed a similar derivation to attain this
result and extended the analysis to slits where the floor and
ceiling are not perfectly parallel planes. Physically, the cancellation amounts to a many-body cancellation effect in an isotropic
system, yielding a system with no net force due to HI.34 We
note that there may be interesting conformational repercussions
due to incomplete cancellations at the outer “edge” of the
polymer coil under a steady external force.

)

3
-r2
exp
r dr I(1 - δnm) +
2π|n - m|Lp2
2|n - m|Lp2
Anδnm (10)

〈Wcm(t)〉eq ∼

1

N

N

∑ ∑ Hnm,eq(r)fmE

N n)1 m)1

(13)

By analogy to the expression for the drag on the chain,
ξchain〈W(t)〉eq ) NfmE, we can write57

1
ξchain

∼

1

N

N

∑ ∑ (∫0
2
n)1 m)1

∞

H(r)Ψ(|n - m|, r) dr (1 - δnm) + Anδnm)

N

(14)
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Table 2. Summary of Scaling Results
ν

condition
3d ideal chain
Q2d ideal chain
3d (SAW)
Q2d(SAW)
3d rod
a

H(r)

1/2
1/2
3/5
3/4
1

〈ξchain〉eq

g(r) ∼ N/rd

∫H(r)g(r) dr

1/r
const
1/r4/3
1/r2/3
1/r2

N1/2

N1/2

ln(N)
N2/5
N-1/2
ln(N)

N/ln(N)
N3/5
N
N/ln(N)

1/r
1/r2
1/r
1/r2
1/r

model type

R

nonlocal
nonlocal
nonlocal
local
nonlocal

R>2
R>2
R > 5/3
R > 4/3
R>2

ν is the Flory exponent, d is the dimensionality (2 or 3), and R describes the range of the applicability of a local model at large N if H(r) ∼ 1/r R.

The second term can be written in terms of an average (scalar)
mobility of a single bead. We note that the first term in the
expression is not explicitly dependent on either n or m, but only
on their difference. In the long-chain limit, end effects are not
important and the expression is not dependent on the position
of bead n along the chain. We can then write the double sum
N
N
N
as a single sum ∑n)1
∑n)1
w N∑n-m)1
. Exchanging the order
of summation and integration, we obtain a direct sum of the
pair probability distribution function over all beads, which is
the pair correlation function.58 The expression for the drag
becomes

1
ξchain

∼

1
(
N

∫LL N H(r)g(r) dr + 〈An〉)
p

V

(15)

p

where g(r) is the pairwise correlation between monomers and
ν is the Flory-Edwards exponent. We have altered the limits
of integration to reflect the fact that we are most concerned
with HI effects at the length scale of the coil. Also, g(r) is known
to decay sharply to zero for r greater than the coil dimension,59
so to within a scaling approximation, the majority of the
interactions are accounted for within the integral. We take the
lower limit of the integral to be the smallest statistically
independent step length of the polymer (a persistence length).
This limit describes the effects of HI at the local level and does
not appear (except as a prefactor) in the scaling analysis. The
integral represents all of the pair-interactions between monomers
through the solvent (i.e., the off-diagonal elements of the
interaction tensor) from local effects (lower limit) to coil-length
effects (upper limit). The second term represents the drag on
an individual bead (i.e., the diagonal components of the
interaction tensor). Equation 15 has been obtained by Long et
al.50 though details were not given which allow one to follow
the assumptions leading to this expression. Since we are
concerned with long length scale and far field effects, we are
concerned primarily with the behavior in the limit of large N.
If the integral evaluated at the upper limit dominates in the limit
of large N, the motion is cooperative and HI is not screened. If
the integral evaluated at the upper limit vanishes in the limit of
large N, then the motion of polymer segments can be treated as
independent at a length scale smaller than Rg. Therefore, a model
can be devised using only local effects (i.e., ξchain∼N) by coarsegraining the chain at a length scale larger than this hydrodynamic
screening length and smaller than that of the coil. We can now
use scaling assumptions59 to express the dependence of g(r) on
r, and then insert this into eq 15 to find the effect of the longranged HI.
The application of eq 15 for several case studies of solvent
quality and dimensionality are summarized in Table 2. For each
condition, there are two important pieces of required information: the rate of velocity decay (H(r)) and the pairwise
correlation function of the polymer (g(r)). For the geometries
at hand, these scalings are readily available or calculable.59,60
Evaluation of the integral in eq 15 determines the strength of
the hydrodynamic interactions between the beads. In particular,
the value of this integral evaluated at the upper limit reflects

the importance of long-range intrachain HI. In polymer physics,
screening is typically said to take place if the chain can be
replaced by a series of non-hydrodynamically interacting
segments such that ξchain ∼ N. For this to occur, the integral
evaluated at the upper limit must be O(1) or vanish in the limit
N f ∞. For the three-dimensional cases, our results are in accord
with known scalings. For example, for an ideal polymer (theta
conditions) in 3d (unconfined) the upper limit of the integral in
eq 15 is the dominant contribution to the drag and we recover
the well-known result that drag scales as N1/2 and not as N.
The Q2D results point to the fact that HI are dependent not
only on the form of the velocity decay but also on the monomer
distribution. It is often cited that a velocity decay alone is
sufficient information to qualify a system as hydrodynamically
screened, but we see in Table 2 that this is not the case. The
distribution of the monomers (dependent on the solvent quality)
plays a large role in the resulting dynamics of the chain. For
example, consider two polymers in Q2D (i.e., with the same
rate of velocity decay H(r)) which differ only in their solvent
quality. For a polymer in a Θ-solvent in Q2D, the velocity decay
is not sufficient to prevent cooperative behavior (though the
effect is only logarithmic), while for a polymer in good solvent
in the same geometry the decay alone does suffice. We have
shown that the magnitude decay of the velocity field alone is
sufficient to cause hydrodynamic screening over equilibrium
conformations of polymers in good solvents in Q2D environments.
We should note that hydrodynamic screening in confinement
has been shown before. Bakajin et al.18 showed hydrodynamic
screening by comparison to a model based on a hydrodynamic
screening length on the order of the persistence length of the
polymer. Rädler et al.26 showed hydrodynamic screening of
DNA confined to two dimensions in a cationic bilayer directly
next to a solid surface. In short, previous experiments have
focused on the screening of hydrodynamics at length scales
comparable to the persistence length. While information at these
small scales is important, applications concerned with the use
of confinement to control the dynamics of a single molecule
require information at the scale of the coil as well. We have
shown that a significant coil-scale behavioral change to freedraining occurs in slit confinements that are very close to the
bulk radius of gyration of the coil.
5. Conclusion
We use the precision and control of microfabrication techniques, biological macromolecules, and single molecule microscopy to perform systematic experiments of DNA diffusion
in slit confinement. Separate analysis of the trends with channel
height and molecular weight allows interogation of different
portions of confinement theories. Scalings of diffusivity with
channel height do not agree well with existing theories, but the
polymers here may be too short (and therefore must be confined
to gaps that are too small compared to the persistence length
and the thermal blob size) to allow a full comparison to the
theory. Scalings with molecular weight directly show intramolecular hydrodynamic interactions in DNA solutions are screened
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when the channel height is smaller than the bulk radius of
gyration. A scaling theory shows that both an orientational
average and sole consideration of the algebraic decay of the
hydrodynamic interactions can lead to free-draining like behavior in Q2D systems. The derivation also shows that information about the decay of the solvent velocity due to a disturbance
is not sufficient to determine whether HI can be neglected at
the coil’s length scale, information about the spatial distribution
of the hydrodynamic centers (i.e., solvent quality and spatial
geometry) is needed as well.
Experimental studies of fundamental polymer physics require
a significant level of detail in the results, even to test scaling
predictions. Here, the use of DNA eliminates uncertainty due
to molecular weight polydispersity and enables the use of direct
visualization to quantify the motion of an individual polymer.
The use of micro- and nano- fabrication techniques enables
precise control of the channel dimensions and geometry. This
increased control allows the design of experiments to test very
specific hypotheses, which is ideal for fundamental studies.
Furthermore, these slitlike geometries are important motifs in
emerging lab-on-chip devices.10,61
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